
St. Xavier's High School, Bilaspur 

Holiday Homework 

Montessori - II 
SUBJECT_ ENGLISH  

 

1.Paste 5 pictures related to alphabet "A". 

2.Write capital and small "Aa" in middle of the paper and colour it. 

3.Paste 5 objects related to alphabet "B" present at your home. 

4. Draw two pictures related to alphabet "C" and colour it. 

5.Paste 5 pictures of animal related to alphabet "D" and learn the name . 

6.Write capital and small "Aa" to "Dd". 

7.Paste 5 pictures related to alphabet "E" . 

8.Write the spelling of your name and colour it . 

9. Make a cloud and write capital letter "A to E" and small letter "a to e" and circle only small letters. 

10.Make the pictures of grapes,fox and tree and learn the story "Grapes are sour". 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT- Mathematics 

 

1.Draw the different types of shapes and mention the name.  

2.Draw a flower and label it's pettels with numbers 1-10. 

3.Draw object according to numbers 1-10 and colour it.  



4.write table of 2. 

5.Draw a picture of glass which is full of water and colour it.  

6.paste 3 types of pictures releated to long and short.  

7.write backward counting from number 10-1. 

8.count how many fans/lights are their at your home.  

9.write the number name 1-10. With colourfull manner.  

10. Draw 5 ice cream and   colour it.  

 

SUBJECT-HINDI 

1) Swar A se shuru hone waale chitra chipkaaein avam uske baare mein jaanein. 

2) Aa se Aam ka chitra banakar rang bharein.  

3) Kavita - " Mummy ki roti gol-gol" yaad karein. 

4) Mera parivaar ( Chitra chipkaaein) 

5) Garmi ke mausam mein pahenne waale kapdon ke naam likhkar chitra chipkaaein.  

6) Lockdown ke dauraan apni mummy ke karyon mein aapne kya sahaayta ki yaa yogdaan diya, uska 
chitra chipkaaein.  

7) A se Aha tak swar likhein. 

8) Kahaani- Bolti Guphaa yaad karein. 

9) kavita - "Garmi ka mausam" yaad karein.Aur Garmi ke Mausam mein milne waale Phalon avam 
sabjiyon ka chitra chipkakar unka naam yaad karein.  

10) Vyanjan - K se Eyaan tak likhein avam yaad karein. 

 

Subject-G. K 

 

1. Draw any 3 fruits which is red in colour with name mentioned.  

2. Draw any 4 things which is triangle in shape. 



3. How many tomatoes are at your home, count them.  

4. Draw any 4 vegetables related with alphabet "B". 

5. Make a tree and paste the pictures of family members.  

6. Draw a picture of rainbow and colour it.  

7. Paste 5 pictures of land transport.  

8. Draw an apple and colour it.  

9. Paste any 5 items related to bathroom.  

10. Paste 3 pictures related to magic words. 

 

 

 

 

 


